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ABSTRACT 

Multi-physics modelling and simulation have contributed greatly to the understanding of both the 

mechanism and degradation of Lithium-ion batteries, and serve as effective tools for the battery 

designs.[1] While the battery cell models and the particle models have been successfully applied and 

become successful separately, there are insufficient efforts, which combine the two levels’ modelling 

with the most recent advances. Such modelling can, however, take the advantages of both the cell 

models (e.g. numerical access to the cell performance and efficiency) and those of the particle 

models (e.g. accuracy of the diffusion solution, complex particle geometry, and consideration of the 

defects in the particles). In this work, we propose a two-level framework, which extends the Pseudo-

Two-Dimensional (P2D) cell model and incorporates a mechanically coupled phase-field Cahn–

Hilliard diffusion model of active particles.[1-3] While the widely used P2D cell model for Li-ion 

batteries is generally based on a simplified lithium diffusion model of active particles with certain 

geometry, the phase-field model allows more detailed diffusion study in particles of general 

geometry and includes the full coupling to the mechanics and phase-separation. To improve the 

computational efficiency, we manage to reduce one degree of freedom on the cell level by treating 

the ion flux between the electrolyte and active particle as a dependent quantity. It is numerically 

more efficient than the rigorous microstructure-based battery cell models, but inherits the full 

advantages of the particle models, such as the accuracy of the diffusion solution and accessibility to 

the complex particle geometry and defects in particles. The two-level framework is first validated 

against the original Doyle model and applied afterwards to study the impact of particle geometry, 

finite deformation elasticity and phase-separation on the cell performance. As an example, the 

developed model will also be applied to model the fragmentation of the meatball cathode particles 

and its impact of the cell performance. 

 

Figure 1: Schematics of (a) mechanistic and (b) mechanical degradation mechanisms of a lithium-ion 

battery cell [1]. (c) Simulation results on the influence of particle mechanics and phase separation on 

the cell performance. 
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